The Empire Theatre
Centre for the Performing Arts
321 Front Street Belleville Ontario Canada K8N-2Z9
Stage Lighting
There is 4-colour wash house hang with specials and moving lights.
34 ETC S4 Leko’s , 84 ETC S4 Pars
There are 2 - 575Watt HMI Satellite follow spots located in the projection booth.
Conventional Lighting
The system is a 96-channel ETC Sensor installation dimmer rack. We are using the
dimmer doubling technology on the majority of fixtures in the rig. This allows us to get 2
discrete dimmer channels out of every dimmer. Lamps are 700 hr, 77 volt, 3000^K bulbs
in most of the ETC fixtures
The FOH position is a permanent cove and accessible for focus only.
FOH consists of 14 Source 4 leko, (10 area wash and 4 specials) and 16 Source 4 pars, at
the time of writing; the FOH par wash is R80, R339, R26 and R358.
Over the stage there are 3 x 32’ truss on half-ton motors. The truss’ can come in for focus
and colour changes, and we have a Genie personal lift for focus over the stage.
There are 5 colour washes. R80, R339, R26, R59 and R312
There are 6 single Source 4 leko for top light specials.
We also have 3 racks of acl’s hung permanently upstage.
Specials available are:
2 racks of ACL
3 x Source 4 leko (120v)
12 x Source 4 par medium. (77v)
To read more about the conventional lighting and dimmer doubling, please visit,
http://www.etcconnect.com/products/

Moving Lights
8 Martin Mac 250 Krypton
6 Martin Mac 300 wash lights
To look at these lights, take a trip over to the fine folks at Martin.
http://www.martin.dk/product/product.asp?product=mac300
http://www.martin.dk/product/product.asp?product=mac250krypton
Control
Jands Hog 1000 with flat screen. The manual can be downloaded here.
http://www.jands.com.au/download.nsf/HTGetmore/EC11154C9ABF22D4CA256D7A0
0267A9F
House lights are controlled by an ETC Unison control system. There is a LCD controller
located at FOH with extra switch locations on stage in the projection booth.
8 Station – 2 channel Clear Com

